Despite the great advances in microbial ecology and the explosion of high throughput 22 sequencing, our ability to understand and integrate the global biogeochemical cycles is still 23 limited. Here we propose a novel approach to summarize the complexity of the Sulfur cycle 24 based on the minimum ecosystem concept, the microbial mat model and the relative entropy 25 of protein domains involved in S-metabolism. This methodology produces a single value, 26 called the Sulfur Score (SS), which informs about the specific S-related molecular 27 machinery. After curating an inventory of microorganisms, pathways and genes taking part 28 in this cycle, we benchmark the performance of the SS on a collection of 2,107 non-29 redundant RefSeq genomes, 900 metagenomes from MG-RAST and 35 metagenomes 30 analyzed for the first time. We find that the SS is able to correctly classify microorganisms 31 known to be involved in the S-cycle, yielding an Area Under the ROC Curve of 0.985. 32 Moreover, when sorting environments the top-scoring metagenomes were hydrothermal 33 vents, microbial mats and deep-sea sediments, among others. This methodology can be 34 generalized to the analysis of other biogeochemical cycles or processes. Provided that an 35 inventory of relevant pathways and microorganisms can be compiled, entropy-based scores 36 could be used to detect environmental patterns and informative samples in multi-genomic 37 scale. 38 39 40 Despite their fundamental importance in sustaining life on Earth, understanding the fluxes of 41 fundamental elements (C, H, O, N, S, and P) through the Earth's surface has been challenging 42
Eq. 1 As a control, H' was recalculated both in Gen and GenF datasets replacing Suli with 1,000 190 equally sized lists of random-sampled genomes (Rlist). Using these procedures, we evaluated 191 the variation of relative entropy of each Pfam domain in order to i) short-list those that could be 192 used as markers in metagenomic dataset (regardless of their MSL) and ii) to generate a score 193 which could be used to compare the importance of S-metabolism in 'omic '-samples (either in 194 Gen or Met). 202 We propose to evaluate the importance of biogeochemical S-cycle in 'omic'-datasets using a 203 single metric that we call "Sulfur Score" (SS) (Eq. 2). By this approach, sulfur informative 204 protein domains would contribute to higher SS, whereas non-informative ones would decrease 205 it. This is an extension of procedures originally developed for the alignment of DNA and 206 protein motifs, in which individual positions are independent and additive, and can be simply 207 summed up to obtain the total weight or information content (Hertz and Stormo, 1999) . Instead 208 of aligning sequences, in our context we compare a presence/absence string of Pfam domains, 209 from which a total weight (SS) is computed. 
Eq. 2
Calibration: We took into account the MSL of each metagenome to compute the SS. Briefly; 218 we gathered the entropy values (H') of the 112 Pfams in Gen and GenF ( Figure S2A ). H' 219 estimates vary among the different GenF categories, with the major differences observed for 220 fragments of 30 and 60 aa ( Figure S2B ) and estimates converging with increasing MSL. 221 Therefore, the SS algorithm considers the MSL of the 'omic'-sample and chooses the 222 appropriate baseline H' values pre-computed on the GenF dataset. The GenF fragment size 223 ranges (30, 60, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300) match the observed MSL in real metagenomic sets 224 (see Figure S1 ). cycles by selecting a few marker genes to evaluate the importance of any given element in the 251 environment. Here, we argue that a comprehensive description of the relationship between 252 complex biotic an abiotic process is crucial to describe and understand the importance of global 253 biogeochemical cycles and provide a method to do so by taking advantage of 'omic'-era data. 254 We propose a new approach to analyze, compare, evaluate and quantify the importance 255 of biogeochemical cycles in 'omic' datasets summarized in Figure 1 , focusing, as a case-study, 256 on the S-cycle. The first step consists on the systematic acquisition of the molecular and 257 ecological information required to describe the cycle of interest. This information can be 258 considered an inventory (Odum, 1993) .
259
With the manual curation effort, we obtained both: a list of microorganisms (Suli), and a 260 list of genes encoding enzymes (Sucy) related to the S-cycle. The Suli list includes the 261 microorganisms involved in the global S-cycle using the microbial mats as ecological model.
262
Microbial mats are compartmentalized organizations that were the first ecosystems to appear on 263 Earth and have evolved over more than three billion years into the complex ecosystems that we The other manually curated list of the inventory, Sucy, contains the metabolic pathways, 281 genes and enzyme activity numbers involved in the S-fluxes (Table S2 ). To the best of our 282 knowledge, this is the first attempt to integrate the biotic and abiotic processes involved in the 283 mobilization of inorganic/organic S-compounds through microbial-catalyzed reactions at global 284 scale; we gathered and classified all the metabolic pathways involved in the S-cycle according 285 to three key aspects described in Figure 2B , i) S-compound: either organic or inorganic, derived 286 from abiotic or biotic processes, ii) standard Gibbs free energy of formation (GFEF), and iii) 287 metabolic role of the S-compound. The metabolic pathways involved in these S-compounds 288 were systematically divided into 28 pathways (Table S3 ). We included the pathways involved In order to benchmark the entropy-based approach described below, we used available 306 data in both genome and metagenome databases. We also included 35 unpublished 307 metagenomes derived from microbial mats, water and sediment from an ultra-oligotrophic shallow lake in Cuatro Cienegas, Coahuila (CCC), Mexico. Altogether, these 935 metagenomes 309 set up the Met dataset. The Gen dataset was sheared with different fragment sizes taking into 310 account the Mean Size Length (MSL) of Met ( Figure S1 ), producing dataset GenF, which was 311 used for estimating the detection limits of sulfur protein families. We describe the computation 312 approach step-by-step below.
314
Relative entropy as a way to identify protein domains that inform about the S-cycle 315 After the first step of collecting the datasets, the second step involved the annotation of the Figure S2 . 321 As negative control, we tested to what extent those H' values depend on the particular 322 genomes curated in Suli. To do so, we replaced Suli by 1,000 lists of random-sampled genomes 323 and used them to compute the observed frequencies. As expected, there was a clear difference 324 between the H' computed using random genomes ( Figure S3A ), and those obtained with the 325 manually curated list of S-based microorganisms ( Figure S3B ). In particular, entropy values 326 derived from the random test were found to be approximately symmetric and consistently low 327 among the GenF size categories, yielding values of -0.09, and 0.1 as 5% and 95% percentiles, 328 respectively (Table S4) . 329 We then evaluated the behavior of the H' values in both Gen and GenF to test whether 330 informative Pfam domains can be used as molecular markers of S-cycle in metagenomic 331 sequences of variable MSL. In order to be considered as a marker gene, each Pfam domain had 332 to fulfill three requirements 1) produce consistently high mean H' values in Gen and GenF, 2) 333 display low standard deviation (std), and 3) obtain H' values clearly separated from the random 334 distribution. We tested several clustering methods, summarized in Figure S4 ; among them, the 335 Birch and Ward methods grouped together the informative protein domains with low std 336 ( Figure S5 ). However, Ward clustering included a few protein domains relevant in the S-cycle, 337 which were otherwise discarded by the Birch method. Therefore, we selected the Ward method, 338 which produced three clusters of protein domains described in Table 1 , with high entropy and low std, and can therefore be proposed as molecular protein families in metabolic pathways involved in both sulfur oxidation/reduction processes. 345 Finally, cluster 2 groups 6 domains (described in Table S5 ) with high entropy values and high 346 std, such as PUA-like domain (PF14306: H'=1). We presume that the protein domains listed in 347 Table S5 are key players in S-metabolism and their presence in almost all complete-sequenced Sur). Boxplots summarizing the scores for these subsets are plotted in Figure 5A .
363
In order to measure the predictive value of SS, we computed a Receiver Operator Detecting key sulfur metagenomic environments with the Sulfur Score 404 Encouraged by the genomic benchmark results described above, we set out to evaluate the 405 importance of the S-cycle across 935 metagenomes in dataset Met. We calculated the SS for each 406 metagenome taking into account its Mean Size Length (MSL) and the corresponding entropies 407 calculated in dataset GenF (Table S8 ). The global distribution of Met is mapped in Figure 6A , above the 95 th percentile, such as freshwater, marine, ocean or biofilm environments.
428
Using our approach, we identified and annotated a total of 50 high-scoring metagenomes involvement of sulfate aerosols as cloud-forming nuclei is well established. While these reactions 460 can be carried out without microbial intervention, it has been suggested that microbial 461 communities might contribute to the degradation of some of these S-compounds (Cao et al.,
.
463
To test the reproducibility and robustness of the Sulfur Score, we conducted two further 464 analyses. In the first one, summarized in Figure S6 SS scores, with the latter being more reproducible (see Figure S6B ). In the second analysis, we In this study, we proposed a computational approach to address the complexity of global the requirements to be used as molecular markers (high H' and low standard deviation, std).
568
Red dots (cluster 2) correspond to Pfam domains with high H' and std. 
